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--Title?-Stealing is a crime--until it saves
your country from bankruptcy

Characters:
LEON - Oldest
KOUJI - Second oldest
ZACH(Has a relationship with ASHLEY)
ASHLEY(Has a relationship with ZACH)
JOSH - Techie

FADE IN
EXT. CITY STREET - NIGHT - RAINY
All five characters are running down the street looking back
every once in a while. They're splashing water from puddles.
They round a corner
(After they round the corner
barking yelling and some sirens
become audible)
They keep running until they get to a van.
They enter the van: LEON takes driver's seat, KOUJI takes
shotgun, JOSH takes seat behind driver, ZACH and ASHLEY take the
back seats
LEON gets tries to start car
LEON
Common... Common! Dammit!
As LEON struggles to start car, through the back window, you see
police officer 1 rounding the corner behind them with a dog.
KOUJI
We don't got all day...!
LEON
Yeah! No kidding!
A car rounds the corner in front of them, skidding from one side
of the of the street to the other.
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LEON, Blinded by the headlights of the the car, shields his face
with his left arm
Driver-side window of the car rolls down and a man pops out
holding an M4
(I'm not sure how I'm gonna do
this cause I can't just have him
shot while driving)
LEON starts fidgeting in his seat, repeatedly trying to start
the van.
Everyone has now seen the man and the car. They are all scared
and are yelling at LEON
LEON
Fu..
KOUJI
Hurry Up!
LEON
Why won't you start!!??
The car keeps coming closer.
The man takes aim
The man shoots
FADE TO WHITE
INT. RESTAURANT - DAY
Our five characters are sitting with stranger around a table.
STRANGER
Boss's got a job for you
LEON
Yeah, we got that part. We wouldn't be
here otherwise, now can we please get to
it?
A waitress comes by to the table
WAITRESS
Can I get you guys anything?
STRANGER
(Smiles and looks to the waitress)
Yeah can you bring me the New York
Steak? Well done. With mashed potatoes.
And a Sprite
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No one else orders anything
STRANGER
A certain individual owes the boss...
Some money... And he's a little overdue
on his 'monthly payment'
He takes a sip of water
STRANGER
We know for a fact that he is... 'out of
town'... Perfect opportunity. Don't you
think?
Waitress comes back with STRANGER's Sprite
STRANGER
Thanks, Honey
LEON
So... You want us to go in and get it?
That's all?
STRANGER
(Chuckles)
Yea that's essentially all you have to
do. However being an important man,
himself, he is rather... paranoid.
KOUJI
(Chuckles)
Of course he is... So what exactly are
we talking about?
STRANGER
Okay, Big Shot... Take note
A SERIES OF FLASHES
EXT. MANSION - NIGHT
The crew pulls up in a van and stops in front of a store.
LEON
Alright guys. This is were we're
stopping. We walk the rest.
ASHLEY
(Whispers to Zach as she loads a
gun)
I'm scared
ZACH
(smiles)
Hey. We'll be alright.
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He looks up at Leon
ZACH
(Sarcastically)
After all we got one hell of a leader.
LEON
(Smiling)
Shut the hell up!
ZACH
(Looks back to Ashley)
It'll work out
ASHLEY
I just... Got a bad feeling about this.
I jus-KOUJI
Alright c'mon. We have to be done and
gone by sunrise. And listen guys...
Everyone turns too look at him
KOUJI
...I know we brought all these guns for
something. But don't kill unless it's
completely necessary. Alright? Don't get
trigger happy.
Everyone acknowledges.
Kouji nods.
KOUJI
Let's go...
EXT. MANSION GATE - NIGHT
Zach, Leon, and Kouji are walking down a long drive way up to a
giant gate. Josh is setting up equipment for the techy part of
the heist.
JOSH
(Putting on a headset)
Alright guys we got about 3 hours to be
done and out, but if something goes
wrong we'll have about 5 minutes before
the police arrive. At any sign of
failure: GET OUT!
Kouji, Leon, and Zach are hiding behind a tall bush see two
guards guarding the gate. Across from them is Ashley. Leon
readies his rifle, but Zach holds it down.
Kouji silently goes around the bush while guards are looking the
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other way. On the other side, Ashley prepares in the shadows.
Zach throws a rock in front of the guards who aim their weapons
and look forward. As soon as that happens, Ashley grabs the
first guards weapon and hits his neck with it, knocking him to
the ground. Guard 2 aims at Ashley, but Kouji takes out a
knife, and gets the guard in a CQC hold (it can be a series of
different ones, not one in particular) with the knife to his
throat. Ashley hits her guard in the head with the rifle. Kouji
takes his guards gun, then knocks him to the ground hard enough
to knock him out. They hide the bodies.
They get ready to climb over a wall, but Josh stops them.
JOSH
Hey hold on, there are cameras along
that wall. I've set up a mini EMP-style
program that'll disable essentially
every electronic in a 3 mile radius,
however that means I won't be able to
contact or guide you. You're invisible,
but you're blind.
They hesitate for a few seconds.
LEON
Okay, good job, don't worry about
anything from here on out. You've done
your part.
JOSH
I'll try to help you with everything i
can.
LEON
(Nods, then turns to at Zach,
Ashley, and Kouji)
Let's go
EXT. MANSION COURT YARD - NIGHT
Leon and the rest of the crew are jumping over the wall
surrounding the mansions yard.

EXT. CITY STREET - NIGHT - RAINY
He fires a shot through the windshield of the van, through the
back window and into to officer1's head.
Officer1 drops dead
Everyone in the van, who had closed their eyes and clenched
every muscle in their bodies, opens their eyes slowly.
They all look around, confused.
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LEON looks back through the back window and sees the dead
officer1
(I kinda want a shot THROUGH the
hole that the bullet would leave
looking at the dead officer)
LEON
Everyone alright?
The car abruptly stops at the side of the van. The man sticks
his hand out and gestures for them to get out of the van and
into the car
No one moves
Then ASHLEY is the first to get out
ZACH grabs her arm and tries to stop her. They stare at each
other for a while. Then he lets go.
LEON
Are you crazy!?
ASHLEY steps out of the van, ZACH follows.
She stands directly in front of the man's driver side window.
STRANGER2
Get in
Not knowing what to do she mumbles a few words (they don't have
to be comprehensible. Just random mumbles (Uh,.... Um... I...
Eh... etc))
Zack comes to stand beside her as everyone else start stepping
out of the van.
More barking, yelling, and even a helicopter become audible in
the back ground.
KOUJI turns his head toward the noises. Begins breathing
heavily. Then begins to, reluctantly, reach for the door hadle.
ASHLEY grabs a hold of his other hand.
He turns to look at her. She nods. They step inside. Everyone
follows.

